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Chapter 1 

THE IMPORTANCE OF EXPERT SYSTEMS 

Intelligence, as it has been described in dictionary 

is the capacity to apprehend facts and propositions and their 

relations and to reason about them. The credit for the origin 

of Artificial Intelligence as it is known now must. be given 

to M. Turing who gave the concept of Stored Program Computer 

which was different from the earlier computer!> in the sense 

that the earlier computers were actually dedicated machines 

that had to be wired differently to solve different problems. 

But Artificial IntelliS'ence in its ·current form began around 

1966 with the creation of LISP, the first artificial intelli-

gence language. 

in the field of 

Sinc.e then, many systems have been designed 

artificial intelligence or AI as it is called 

such as the chess-playin~ computer, computerised mathematical 

proofs, the famous psychoanalysis program ELIZA etc. By now, 

AI has become divided into different specialised areas of study 

such as : natural language processing, knowledge representation, 

learning, Expert systems etc. 

An Expert System is a program that contains knowledge 

about a certain field, and when interrogated, responds in a 

way, that a human expert would respond. 

There are various advantages inherent in the concept 

of making commercially viable expert systems. 
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The first advantage is 1 availability 1 • Since Many 

expert systems can be created, whereas there may be a limited 

number of human experts, making it virtually impossible in 

many situations to have an expert available when needed. 

The ·second advantag/e of an expert system over human 

experts is its 1 continued peak performancei whereas there

liabi_lity of a human expert is sensitive to changes in his 

mental state. 

An expert system is an 1 impersonal tool 1 and so can 

be more. effective than a human expert who may have personal 

likes or dislikes. 

MYCIN, designed to help physicians diagnose certain 

bacterial diseases was world 1 s first successful expert system. 

Another example of a commercially viable expert system is 

PROSPECTOR, an expert in geology. Since early 1980s, various 

dedicated expert systems in fields like computer configura

tions, Robotics, tax consulting, insurance advice, legal aid 

e t c • have been wr i t t en • It is believed that in the years 

to come there will be a large market for expert systems for 

"personal" use such as at offices and homes. 

1.1 Rules and Knowledge 

Most of the useful work that is being done in AI today 
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is heavily based upon the collection and usage of heuristics, 

condition-action rules etc., because they can be used to 

exhibit something like intelligence. 

The famous psychiatrist Carl Jung has given a method 

of looking at types of human experience, and the ways that 

we process that experience. 

Sensation 

Artificial 
Intelligence 

Knowledge -
'A typology 

Feeling--~--------- -------------------Thinking 

Intuition 

This simple presentation shows parts of opposing func-

tions which are available to process our experiences: sensation 

and intuit ion for perceiving experience and thinking and 

feeling for evaluating experience. 

We perceive events in the physical world by our sensation 

function, which is implemented by our five physical senses. 

These sensory perceptions are passed on to the thinking 

function which organises the sensory input and hands that 

in format ion to a fee 1 in g f u n c t ion • Finally, the intuitive 
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function is a kind of inner perceiving function which extends 

past experience, allowing us to look beyond our present situa

tion. In fact, the capabilities of AI and of all the computer 

science are limited to the perception of physical inputs and 

their ~recessing by logical-deductive thinking processes. 

We can also emulate feeling and intuitive functions on our 

computers by discovering and codifying non-logical expert 

activities using our logical deductive tools. 

1.2 What constitutes an Expert System 

Every expert system has 4, parts 

and the inference engine. 

the knowledge base 

1.2.1 Knowledge base 

It is a database that holds specific information and 

rules about a certain subj~ct. The two important terms are: 

Object 

Attribute: 

The conclusion that is defined by its associated 

rules. 

A specific quality that together with its rule, 

helps define the object. 

A knowledge base is a list of objects with their asso-

cia ted . rules apd attributes. Norma 11 y , an o b j e c t is de f in e d 
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by a list of attributes which the object either 'does• or 

'does not' possess. For example, an expert system that iden-

tifies various types of fruit may have a knowledge base like 

this 

Orange 

Apple. 

has been grown ·on tree 

has round shape 

has not been grown in the north 

has orange colour 
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1.22 Inference Engine Once the knowledge base 

consisting of rules has been formed , the next important 

taksk is to chain through the rules to reach a 

conclusion, which involves essentially the following 

1 . Identify the rule as relevent to the conditions 

(premises) of the problem situation. This step may 

actually result in finding more than one rule from the 

knowledge base. If so, 

2. We must resolve the conflict among competing rules, 

the result being the selection of one rule. 

3. We can now excute the rule i.e. we can reach the 

conclusion implied by its premises. 

There are two broad categories of inference 

engines •deterministic' and probabilistic. A 

deterministic expert system would give a definite answer to 

most queries. Whereas a probablistic expert system can give 

an answer which can be treated as only probable or having a 

certain success ratio. 

inference engine are three 

chaining, and rule value. 

The basic ways to construct the 

forward-chaining, backward-

1.221 

data 

Forward 

driven. 

Chaining Method : It is sometimes called 

Here inference engine acts on the 

informatio~ provided by the user to move through a network 



of logical ANDs and ORs until it reaches a terminal point, 

which is the object. Thus, a forward chanining inference 

engine starts with some information and tries to find an 

object that fits the information. 

For example in the diagram given below when the 

forward chaning inference engine is given the proper 

attributes it arrives at the object apple. 

Round Does not grow Red or yellow 
in deip south I 

~------~~~~~--------1 

Grows on trees 

Apple (object) 

(Forward chaining to the object apple) 

/ 
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1.222 The Backward Chaining Method 

In this case, the inference engine starts with a hypo-

thesis (an object) and requests information to confirm or 

deny it. 

For the earlier example of a fruit, a backward chaining 

Inference engine would take the apple as an object and then 

would attempt to verify it by checking for its attributes. 

Try 

Grows on trees 

Is roun{. 

Is Orange/ ~ed or 
Yellow 

Does /.ot 
grow in 

Jeep South 

Apple . 

Thus backward.,-chaining prunes a tree, 

on vine 

the opposite 

process of building a tree which happens in case of forward 

chaining. 

1.223 The Rule Value Method 

In this method the genera 1 theory is that the system 
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makes request for such information as will remove the most 

uncertainty from the system. Thus at each stage, the question 
/ 

which is selected is one that makes the most rapid progress 

to a conclusion. The rule-value systems are difficult to imple-

ment because the real-life knowledge bases are so large that 

the system can not decide as to which quest ions will take it 

closest to the goal. 

1.3 Expert Systems in a specific problem area- Law 

The field of law can lend itself to treatment by Expert 

Systems technology in a very profitable manner. Because of 

the large number of rules that legal subjects generally have, 

it becomes a trying task for a lawyer to go through the volumi-

nous rules manually and also be able to interpret them in the 

precise manner. Thus having an expert system to store and 

retrieve rules for a given problem area would greatly facilitate 

the tasks of lawyers, academicians, business houses and others 

concerned with the subject. A large number of expert systems 

in the law field have been implemented. Extensive discussions 

with lawyers, resulted in the identification of an area for 

developing an expert system. 

The example taken in this dissertation also relates to-:r 

the legal field. An attempt has been made to show as to how 

the expert system can be used in the field of law, which is 
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a relatively newer concept. 

The subdomain of the problem which has been taken out 

of the vast domain of legal problems deals with the Hindu 

Mar r i age A c t , 1 9 5 5 • This Act extends to the whole of India 

except J&K, and also applies to Hindu~ domiciled in territories 

to which this act extends who are outside the said territories 
I 

(the act also applies to the Hindus domiciled .in India but 

who are living outside India). 

The sections which deal with divorce, judicial separation 

and divorce by mutual consent are sections 13, 13A, and 13B 

respectively. 

A block diagram depicting the vaiious settions, sub-

sections and various grounds in which they can be invoked is 

given be 1 ow (1'\erl. p-~t!.) 

Thus it can be seen that there are sections dealing with 

divorce problems, each section having a number of subsections, 

and each subsection has a number of grounds. Some of these 

subsections and grounds are common. · Furthermore, there are 

AND/OR linkages between the applicability of Narious grounds. 

Thus, this problem presents a good case for treatment by expert 

system technology. Discussions with legal expert together 

with going through the voluminous summary of sect ions, sub-

sections and ground rules in all their complexity helped a 
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lot in building up a framework of a pro-totype of an expert 

system which is presented in a greater detail in 

chapter. 

the next 



Chapter 2 

DESCRIPTION • ANALYSIS OF AN EXPERT SYSTEM 

Although, the two fields are quite far apart, yet a 

parallel can be drawn between the problem at hand and that 

of constructing a medical diagnostic system. When a doctor 

has to diagnose a patient, he has a list of probable diseases 

in-mind. Each of these diseases has a set of symptoms as its 

indication, so the doctor looks for these symptoms in the pati

ent. If the symptoms for a particular disease are not present 

then the patient is examined for the next disease and this 

process goes on un t i 1 the correct disease is found out. The 

"patient" in the given problem is the client of a lawyer, i.e. 

a husband or wife or both. The "diseases" are the number of 

opt ions of set t 1 emen t before the spouses such as divorce, 

judicial separation etc. The "symptoms" here are the various 

sect ions, subsections and ground-rules as established in the 

Hindu Marriage Act. 

Thus, what is needed in the formulation of an expert 

system for the solution of the given problem is the following 

facilities at the highest level 

(1) A facility to store a large number of rules. 

( 2 ) A f a c i l i t y t o rna p the s e r u l e s on t o r e a l -wo r l d , i • e • a 
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facility to check the applicability of some or all of 

these rules for a given physical entity.· 

Two kinds of storage are needed in this problem. One 

is the collection of facts and rules which does not change during 

?rogram execution. This is called static database. The second 

type of storage needed consists of facts obtained from the user 

during the consultation process that apply only to the current 

consultation. 

Thus the following type of structure is needed 

Rule 
(Static 

Base 
database) 

If\ 
I 

I 

\ 
\ 

\ 
' . ... 

Working Memory 
(Dynamic database) 

'i 
I 
I knowledge base 

I 

I 

) 
/ 

~/ 

Inference Engine 

Such a structure is called a production system which 

is a common type of expert system. Using this model in mind, 
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a primitive expert system has been developed here. This 

system was developed using an IBM Personal Computer and the 

only software that has been used here is the Turbo Prolog 

compiler. 

2.1 Use of Language PROLOG 

The language that has been used here is Pro log, an 

AI language (more precisely Turbo-Prolog), which is different 

from the conventional computer languages in the sense that 

it is an object-oriented language. The conventional langua-

ges are procedure-oriented languages which distinguish between 

a program and the data it uses. Whereas Prolog uses only 

data about objects and their relationships. A brief note 

about Pro log would be in order before we start a de t a i 1 ed 

discussion about the program. 

As we have said, Prolog is an object oriented language, 

which mean·s that the collection of facts and rules (the so

called data of conventional languages) and the relationships 

between objects, the control structure and the user interface 

(the so called program of the conventional languages are 

both written in the language Prolog. In fact, Prolog is 

its own inference engine, which performs unification (i.e. 

matching), decides the order in which to scan the rules, 

and performs conflict resolution. Pro log uses backward 
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chaining, i.e. it starts at the goals and works backwards. 

Moreover, Prolog is limited to depth-first scanning. All 

rules concerned with a particular goal are scanned as deeply 

as possible for a solution before Prolog backtracks and 

tried to prove another goal. ·These concepts will be clearer, 

once we come to a detailed analysis of the system. 

The given law Problem requires the system to have 

the ability of testin~ through all the given conditions, 

and in the event of any condition failing, going backwards 

to have another variable binding and then continue to test 

the conditions. An important feature of Prolog execution 

called backtracking does just this. In this, the solution 

of a compound goal proceeds from left to right, if any con

dition ~n the chain fails, Prolog backtracks to the previous 

condition, tries to prove it again with another variable 

binding, and then moves forward again to see if the f ai 1 ed 

condition will succeed with the new binding. 

are 

Prolog uses a database of 1 facts 1 and 

the assertions of something which is 

1 rules 1 • Facts 

true expressed 

in an encoded form. Facts are expressed in association 

with 'objects•, which represent an entity or a property 

of an entity in the real world. An associated term is 

'Relation• whyich is a name that defines the way in which 

a collection of objects (or objects and variables referring 
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to objects) belong together. For example, consider, 

Has-a(X,X) 

It represents a fact that an entity X 1 has a 1 another 

entity X. Here, 1 Has-a 1 is a relation. The entire express

ion before the period is called a 'predicate•. Predicates 

are functions with values true or false and they express 

a property . or 

that indicates 

a relationship. A 1 rule 1 is an expression 

that the truth of a particular fact depends 

on one or more other facts. 

E~ery rule has a •conclusion• 

cedent' (or body). The antecedent 

(or head) and an •ante

consists ~f one or more 

1 premises 1 • The premises form a disjunction or conjunction 

of goals (as decided in the rule) and accordingly all or 

some of them must be satisfied for the conclusion to be 

true. A comma expresses an 1 and 1 relationship and semi-

colon expresses an 1 or 1 relationship. Rules can use both 

variables and constants as their arguments. 

Prolog executes using a matching process. The process 

by which Prolog tries to match a term (a term is a simple 

object, variable or structure) against the facts or heads, 

of other rules in an effort to prove a goal is called 

•unification•. Predicates unify with each other if 
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- They have the same relation name 

- They have the same number of arguments 

- All argument pairs unify with each other. 

Unification is similar to parameter passing in proce

dural programming. Values for one term are passed to another 

term, binding any variables in that term. 
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2.2 Implementation Details 

The following flow diagram shows how Prolog is applied 

to the real world. 

Real .... The Knowledge "' Turbo Prolog 
world 

/ 

expert• s 
, 

representation 
/ 

language 
abstraction Model model 

A Turbo Prolog program consists of two or more sec-

tions. The main body of the program, the 'clauses section• 

con t a in s the c 1 au s e s and con s i s t s o f f a c t s and r u 1 e s • The 

relations used in the clauses of the clauses section are 

defined in the "predicates section". The "domains section" 

defines the type of each object. There are various domain 

types in Turbo Pro log such as cha:rts, symbol, real, string 

etc. 

The subsequent discussion is based on the program 

printout attached near the end of this report. · The domains 

sect ion here ( kindly refer to the program), contains the 

types of various objects. The variable 1 descn 1 refers to 

the various types of decisions possible in the court in 

the divorce cases, such as divorce, judicial separation, 

mutual consent divorce, etc. The variable 1 grnds 1 refers 

to the various grounds whose fulfilment leads to some deci-

sion or the other. Likewise, the variable 1 query 1 which 
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·if of string type is used to ask questions by the system. 

The variable answer is used to input the answers of user 

to the queries made by the system. 

The domain section is followed by database section. 

The two database predicates defined here are 1 xpositive 1 

( grnds) 1 

built in 

and 1 xnega t i ve ( grnds) 1 • These together with the 

predicates 1 asserta (fact) and 1 retract-(fact)" 

help in creating and retrieving a dynamic database of facts. 

How actually this is done will be explained a little later. 

In the diagram given in the last chapter, it has 

been made clear that sections 13, 13A and 13B deal with 

divorce cases. 

of subsections. 

Each of this sections consist of a number 

Any of the subsections can be invoked for 

the decis-ion in that particular section to be made. Thus 

there are OR linkages between the subsections within a sec

t ion. Furthermore, for each subsection to be invoked a 

number of· conditions (either all or some of them) have to 

be satisfied. Thus there are AND OR linkages between the 

conditions within a subsection. Some of these conditions 

require the fulfillment of multiple subconditions before 

they are themselves fulfilled. Also some of these conditions 

require just one. of the many subsections for them to be 

tru~. Thus we ~n see that there are AND/OR linkages within 
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a particular condition between different subconditions. 

For example, for divorce, in the broadest manner 

possible the following structure of rules is present. 

11 Divorce is admissible IF 

(either of the spouses presents a petition 

AND conditions for Section 1 are fulfilled) 

OR (~ither of the spouses presents a petition) 

AND conditions for Section lA are fulfilled) 

OR (the wife presents a petition 

AND conditions for Section 2 are fulfilled) 11 

Similar constructs are present for the other decisions 

s~ch as decree for separation by mutual consent. 

In a greater level of detail if we view the problem, 

th~n we will see that Section 1 can be invoked in the foll

owing cases which becoome clear by inspecting the following 

rule : 

11 Invoke Section i IF, 

Conditions for CONVERSION are present 

OR IF 

Conditions for RENUNCIATION OF WORLD are present 

OR IF 

Conditions for NOT HEARD LIVING are present 

OR IF 
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The conditions of say CONVERSION can be viewed in 

a greater level of detail • .. 
·0 

11 A RELIGIOUS CONVERSION 11 is said to happen IF, the 

respondent abdicates his religion by an act of remuneration 

AND 

The respondent adopts another religion by formal 

conversion 11 • 

All the judicial decisions are treated as hypotheses 

some or all of them may be possible. The conditions and 

subconditions discussed above are given as premises of these 

hypotheses. Then these premises are themselves set up as 

with their subcontinued as their premises. 

he total program can be divided int.o three parts. 

and query management part 

(B) knowledge-base (rules) part 

(C) User Interface part 

For initiating the expert system, the user has to 

type in a goal as 11 go 11 • Then, following interchanges take 

place between the various parts of the program. 

J),'-s.s 

007· ~ 2.: 34· 
C3ct'2-

hvt 
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The queries which are asked are described below 

in a brief manner. 

First of all the system asks, 

11 What do you want? 11 

At· the same time i·t lists out a list of options 

within which to choose. 

Now the user can say, 

11 1 want to know whether divorce is possible 11 

or 

II I want to know whether judicial seperation is 

possible 11 

or 

11 1 want to know whether divorce by mutual consent is 

possible 11 • 

Depending on these, the system goes ahead and 

checks the truthfulness of the appropriate hypothesis. Then 

depending on te hypothesis, it checks the tr~thfulness 0f 

appropriate conditions, and subconditions by asking the 

user various questions, which will be clear from the program 

listing in the appendix attached at the end. 

D\S..) 
00/·5 2: 3'1 

c, 392.-
r(.J..Iv 
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2.3 System Flow Pattern 

1 
I Starting the session I 

2. 3 
I "" -, I / I 

Query Knowledge User Interface 
management base part 
part part ' 

(A) (B) (c) 
---

t _/ I 
5 '-t 

I Result 

! User / 

Index of Execution Flow 

(1) User specifies the goal 1 go 1 which indicates the 

query management part 

(2) A checks for a particular hypothesis in B. 

(3) B goes deeper inside the rules to get at the most 

elementary predicate and triggers C 

( 4) C checks for the concerned data base predicate in 

A. 

Depending upon whether this database predi.ca te in 

true or not, a new set of execution flows occur in the order 

2, 3 & 4. 

At the end, the result is communicated to the user 

through flow No.(5). 
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How exactly this flow occurs would now be discussed 

in detail. 

After data base section comes the predicates section 

which declares all the predicators to be used. These predi

cates may be true or false. The symbols within brackets 

are the arguments of the predicates, which are themselves 

defined in the domains section. The same predicate may be 

true or false depending on the values of the arguments. 

The actual program starts from the clauses section. 

As user types in 1 go 1 , the 1 go 1 predicate is tested and the 

predicates which are its premises are tested. The symbol 

is for conjunction. The predicate xpositive (grnds) 

is used to store facts proven true and xnegative (grnds) 

is used to store facts proven false. First of all the dynamic 

databases are initialised by clear facts predicate. Then 

the hypothesis (decsn) is tested. The sign 1 1 1 i~ a predicate 

which is built in to always succeed. It is called a cut. 

Then the Prolog looks for the first instance of hypothesis 

(Decsn) which ·it finds to be 1 Hypothesis (divor) 1 • Then it 

checks for various premises of this Hypothesis which are 

further described in the knowledge base. So it first comes 

to test the predicate 11 method (eithpetn) 11 • As we have said 

earlier, the result of an IF stat~ment is separated from 

its premises by a 1 :- 1 sign. So the premise of •method 

(eithpetn) 1 says, 11 positive 11 ( 11 has the petition been moved 

by either of the spouses (Y/N)? 11 , eithpetn) 11 
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This positive clause now looks for a match all through 

the program from the start. So it tries to find a match 

with the first positive clause, namely "positive (-, grnds)". 

As we know, Prolog executes by a process of unification. 

So it ignores the argument corresponding to '-' which happens 

to be the query and binds 'G~nds' to 'eithpetn'. Then the 

predicate xpositive (eithpetn) is tested. This will fail 

since initially all ·database ?redicates are empty. The progrm 

then backtracks to the second 'positive (query, ~rnds)' pre

dicate./ Since xnegative (eithpetn) 1 is currently empty 

so together with 1 not 1 it succeeds and we come to the 1 ask 1 

predicate. Here the query ear 1 i er mentioned in user-inter-

face part, is put to the user. When the user gives answer, 

the system remembers it as 'yes' by making 'xpositive (grnds) 1 

as true or 1 no 1 by making 'xbegative (grnds)' as true. This 

is done by the· built in 'assertafact) predicate. So if by 

this process, the predicate method (eithpetn) comes out to 

be tru~~ ~hen the system tests for the next premise, namely, 

'sec(one)' Its testing requires the testing of another ruele 

with a number of premises. If assuming that all predicates 

that are ANDed are true then the hypothesis becomes true 

which is reflected by system declaring the parameter of that 

hypothesis as the decision. But if suppose any of the premi

ses fails, leading to the failure of the hypothesis. In that 

case, the system goes on to the testing of the next hypothesis 
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with another binding name 1 y hypothesis ( j udsep). It again 

restarts the same process, going through the same manner 

of execution 

t ions. The 

flow and of 

cut performs 

course asking the different ques

the heuristic function of reducing 

the search space, once a 'decision• matching the 1 grnds 1 

is found, the search is terminated. 

The various levels of conditions and subconbditions 

makes about 35 rules at the lowest level. 

ries are stored in the user interface. 

Thus so many que-

Since Prolog looks for a matching in a sequential 

manner, so the ordering of hypothesis and premises is very 

important. 

Also, it is important to know that clauses of same 

predicate ~re~to'be grouped'togethe~. Th~ 'method~ predicate 

is used .to, store the. method of· presenting petit,ions i.e. 

single, jointly etc. Likewise, there are predicates such 

as 11 condtn (grnds) 11 , 1 subsec(grnqs) 11 etc. which (each of 

them) require a large number of premises. 

Two important features of this system will become 

clear by seeing its operation or by looking at the program 

deep enough. 

The first is that the system prunes the search space 

by not asking the questions which have been asked earlier. 
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This is achieved through the device of dynamic data bases. 

The query which the system asks is given an answer in 'Y" 

or 'NO' and the system remembers this answer by the remember 

predicate which stores this answer in 'xpositive' if it is 

'Y' and if 'N' then it is stored in 'xnegative'. This decides 

the fact whether the qu.estion will be asked next time or 

not. Thus the user is spared the botheration of getting 

asked the same question again and againb. Thus it is a very 

power(ul feature. 

The second feature is that the system does not ask 

the subsequent subqueries if the earlier subqueries are ans-

wered in 'no' and if the subqueries are linked by an 'AND'. 

This is achieved by the cut. Thus the search space is pruned 

by this method. Let's illustrate this by a diagram. 

/ . 

I· 

I 

r _/ 

/ground 1 

I 
v 

---? 

Let's assume that ground 1 fails. Then the con tro 1 

will try and test the hypothesis clause with another variable 
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binding say 'decision 2' ' instead of fruitlesslj searching 

ground 2, ground 3 etc. of hypothesis 1. Thus there is con-

siderable saving in terms of processing time. One part of 

the search tree is completely written off momentarily for 

one consultation session. 

2.4 The Notion of Certainty 

The examples of rules which have been considered 

might give an impression that the rules, as stated, and the 

interaction with the user, as described are relatively well 

defined. This is not a typical case. 

In general, experts' 

tainty associated with it, 

from the user at decision 

knowledge has some kind of cer

as is the case with the input 

time. The important questions 

with regard to certainty of knowledge are : How do we decide 

how certain a particular piece of knowledge is a priori? 

and if the premises themselves are uncertain, how do we combine 

them to find the conclusion of a rule with a reasonable cerO

tain ty .• 

Every programming language has some explicit or im

plicit equivalent of the following statement : 
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IF some things are true 

THEN some other things are true 

ELSE yet other things are true 

But there is a very basic difference between the 

traditional IF-THEN rules and the production rules used in 

knowledge based systems, such as certainty, 

and dynamism. If the rules are of the type 

completeness 

in which the 

conclusions are completely determined by the truth of the 

conditions i.e. premises they they are called 'deterministic' 

rules. Such rules occur ge~erally in language such as COBOL 

where for example if the input transact ion is Add-a -Record, 

then the Add-a-Record process should definately be executed. 

The knowledge-based system rules are different in 

the sense that when we make an expert rule, we may not be 

absolutely certain that either the premises or the conclusions 

are true. 

For example, for the expert system being discussed 

in this report, consider one ~f the rules : 

"Judicial separation is admissible 

IF Petition is presented by either of the spouses 

AND OR The respondent was incurably of unsound mind 

OR the respondent was suffering from incurable 

and virulent leprosy 

OR the respondent was suffering from venera! 

disease)" 
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Now several questions come to one's mind after inspec-

ting this seemingly simple rule. Each of the premises given 

is amenable to a closer scrutiny in the following manner: 

Cruelty 

Unsound 
mind· 

Venera! 
disease 

What was the type and extent of cruelty? 

What was the effect of cruelty? 

Was the person incurable ? was the person conti
~ually afflicted with mental illness? 

What was the extent of mental illness? 

What is the extent of veneral disease? 
What parts of the body does it effect? 

·Is it of communicative form? 

It would appear that having a large number of condi-

tions would increase the certainty of the rules. In fact 

this is what has been actually done in the system implemented 

as such. For each of the grounds admissible queries have 

been framed at a finer level of detail. But still the fact 

can not be discounted that each of the new factors may be 

true only to a certain degree and certainly that degree varies 

from person to person. 

In our expert system, each condition at the most 

elementary level has a degree of uncertainty associated with 

it. Thus we can associate a probability P(gi) for each ele-

men t ary condition g i. There are various elementary condi-

tions' 
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g1, g2, g3 ••••••••••••• gn 

And the final decisions can be given the probabilities 

P(d1), P(d2), •••••••••••••••• P(dn) 

i.e. if the decisions are d1, d2, ••••••••••• dn. 

Thus the uncertainty of premises can be transmitted 

to the uncertainty of the cone 1 us ion and this uncertainty 

itself can be computed. 

Suppose the following relations exists between the 

decision and the conditions 

11 Invoke dk IF 

g1 AND g2 AND AND gm 11 

Thus the uncertainty associated with dk is given by 

P(dk) = P (glAND g2 AND ••••••••••• AND gn) 

Also, if we assume that the fulfillment of a particular 

condition is independent of that of any other condition then 

from law of independent probability, we get 

P (dk) = P(g1) * P (g2) * •••••••.••• *P (gn) 

If we consider the conditional probability, 

P(dk/g1 AND g2 AND ••••••••••• gm) = 1 
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This is because the decision dk has as its precondi-

tions, the conditions gl, g2 gm and if all of them 

are true, then the decision dk is certainly to be taken, 

but because of the uncertainty, it can have a value different 

from 1./ 

Now consider another conditional probability which 

is an apriori combinational conditional probability. 

P(gl and g2 AND .••••••••.•••. AND gm/dk) •••.•• (A) 

According to laws of conditional probability, it 

can be written as 

~ig!_~~Q_g~-~~Q-~~~~~~~~~-g~l-~i~lg!_~~Q-~~~~~~g~l

p ( dk ), 

Due to reasons discussed above, the above can be 

reduced to, 

P(gl)*P(g2) * ••••..•. *P(gm)*(Uncertainty Factor) 
------------------------------------------------ (B) 

p (dk) 

Now, (A) can be further reduced to the following 

form using independence of conditional probability. 

(C) 

Since (A) & (B) were equivalent, hence (B) & (C) 

are equivalent. Now (B) is of a form which can be computed 
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i f we have the pro b a b i l i t i e s o f f u l f i 11 men t o f i n d i vi d u a l 

conditions. These can be known from the expert of the field 

based on his /her knowledge of frequency of occurrences of 

these conditions. This can lead to computation of P(dk) 

and thence of (B). Thus we can get ( C ) • If we apply the 

approximation 

Then we can get the independent conditional probabi-

lities P (gl/dk) by computing the mth root of (C). 

In the case of conditions linked with an 1 0R 1 , if 

we consider the conditions to be mutually exclusive then 

we can say, 

P(gl OR g2 OR 

• • • • • • • • • • • • + p 

This is because 

= P ( g 1 I dk ) + P ( g 2 I dk ) + 

(D) 

P(gl OR g2 OR •••••••• OR gm) = P(gl}+P(g2)+ •••• +(gm) 

Also from laws of conditional probability 

P(gl OR •••••• OR gm/dk) = 

= P(gl OR ••••••••• OR gm)*P(dk/gl OR •••••• OR gm) 
---------------------------------------------------

Here, P (dk/gl OR ••••••••• OR gm) = uncertainty 

factor, because these are the preconditions for dk. 
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So, P(gl OR •••••••••• OR gm/dk) 

= P(gl) + P(g2) + ••••••••• P(gm) * (Uncertainty Factor) 

(E) 

Since we can find (E), from (D) and (E), we can find 

P(gl/dk) in the same manner as discussed earlier for the 

1 AND 1 case, if we assume that P(gl/dk) = P (g2/dk) = ....... . 
= P(gm/dk) 

Thus we can see that by having appropriate probability 

assignments we can get over the problem of uncertainty .in 

rule definitions, because in real world cases, the predicates 

have not only to be qualitatively 1 true 1
, or 1 False 1 but 

also quantitatively 1 true 1 or 1 false 1 • 



Chapter 3 

CONCLUSION 

The way the expert system development has been attemp-
~.t' ( ~ 

ted~many shortcomings remain in the system. One reason for 

this is not using the expert system shell or some kind of 

front-end system. Many enhancements to the existing system 

can be suggested which are as follows 

3.1 Facility for Explanation 

Using front-end systems to Prolog such as APES, i.e. 

Augmented Prolog for Expert Systems we can give a facility 

to the user to get an explanation as to how the system reached 

a certain conclusion. For example, in the system being dis-

cussed in this report, we could have given a command using 

a front-end such as APES :-

FIND (DECISION; DIVPETN, LIVSEP, INCLIVTOGETH, 

MUTDISSOL) 

where the symbols after semicolon are a set of conditions. 

The Pro log would have answered (the decision) as: DIVORCE 

BY MUTUAL CONSENT. 

The interesting 

asked a question such 

thing is that then, 
I{' 

as WHY? and fot the 

we could have 

following kind 
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of explanation : 

To Deduce ' 

MUTUAL CONSENT DIVORCE as the decision 

I used the rule 

The decision is MUTUAL CONSENT DIVORCE if 

(1 The petition is presented jointly AND 

(2 Both live separately for more ~han one yr AND 

3 They have not been to live together AND 

4 They have mutually ageed for dissolution) 

I can show that 

1 is true 

2 is true 

3 is true 

4 is true 

This is an extremely useful facility because, even 

in the simplest of prototypes, it is easy to forget the 

details of the rules being used, and it is better if the 

system can remind. 

The kind of knowledge which we have been most concerned 

about till now is called the basic 1 Decision Knowledge• 

that is, the rules that are used more or less explicitly 

by the expert in reaching a decision. If in a knowledge 

based we are concerned not on 1 y about what to do, but a 1 so 

about the reasons why something should or should not be done, 
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then we need a deeper level of knowledge which can be called 

'support knowledge'. In the system implemented here, the 

support knowledge would give the system the ability to ans-

wer the questions 

"Why should divorce not be the decision? 11 

In addition, the system can also be invested with 

the capability to answer questions from the user as to why 

it asked a particular question. 

3.2 Change in the System Flow 

An another level of knowledge is called the 'Meta-

Knowledge'. This affects the control of the decision-making 

process rather than the decision itself - that is, meta-rules 

are the rules that affect the way the inference engine uses 

decision rules. Here is an example of Meta-rules which can 

be applied io the expert ~ystems discussed in the report 

11 If there are rules relevant to Judicial separation 
and if there are rules not relevant to judicial separation 
and IF the current goal is judicial separation 
THEN use first any rules relevant to judicial separation". 

3.3 Capability of Modification of rules 

This could be one of the most difficult to implement. 

At each level of rule i.e. in the present case, the hypothe-

ses, the sections, the subsections, the conditions and the 
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grounds, we can have a parameter attached (to all the ins-

tances of each level) which can take the following values: 

1 - Add 

2 - Delete 

3 - Modify • 

At a prompt from the user to add/delete/modify for 

_a _particula-r-- ground; (elementary condition), we can either 

delete that condition or (if the option is 1 or 3), we can 

further ask the user to specify the new conditions which 

can be placed in the knowledge base instead of the earlier 

one. Then depending on 1 Yes 1 or 1 No 1 , from the user we co-uld 

go a level higher and effect the same kind of changes there. 

This way we can change the grounds, conditions or even hypo-

theses. Such an enhancement would make the expert system 

worthy of a real life environment as new rules and regula-

tions are formulated and old rules modified very frequently. 

In addition, we would include learning facilities 

and a f 1 ex i b 1 e u s e r i n t e r f ace , po s s i b 1 y even i n a nat u r a 1 

language. 

Many of the enhancements which have been discussed 

are still subjects for research in Artificial Intelligence. 

' These techniques have been barely out of the lab to give 
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evidence of fairly broad applicability in the business 

world. Still, each of the techniques and tools must be 

made specific to each expert domain, if the true essence 

of expertise in that particular domain is to be captured. 
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A> APPENDIX 

'* ·!~·'* 
THIS SVSTEM.'FOLLOWS THE REASONING *I 

'* I* 

OF A LAWYER IN ARRIVING AT A CONCLUSION+/ 
ON DIVORCE PETITIONS *I 

PART A:DECLARATORY AND QUERY MANAGEMENT PART +/ 

dornail"'s 

declim., grYtds =syrnbc•l 

query = strirtg 

artswer =cnar 

database 

IFt >n·.egat i ve ( grY•ds) 

predicates 

hypothesis (decsy,} 

mubsec<grnds) 

COYtdt Y1 ( grrtdS) 

method CgrY•ds> 

response(answer} 

go 

pc<s it i ve (query, grrtds > 

clear facts 

r~wemberCgrnds,answer} 

askCquery,grnds,answer) 

clauses 

go:- clear_facts, 

clearw l Yooow, 



hypothesis CDecsr.>,! ~ 

write ("THE DECISION IS--" , Decsr, 

c:lear_facts. 

positive ( _ , Gr.,..,ds) J

xpositive CGrnds>, !. 

positive (Query , Gr.,..,ds> J-

not <~negative<Grnds>>, 

ask (Query,Grnds,Answer>, 

Arrswer = ' y' • 

ask (Query, Grnds, A'l",swer·):

write(Query>, nl, 

readchar<Answer>, 

wr··i te (A'I"rswer}, Yri, 

rernernber (Grrrds. A'l"rswer>. 

rememberCGrnds, 'y' }:

assertaCxpositiveCGrnds>>. 

rememberCGrnds,'n'>:-

asserta(xnegativeCGrnds>>. 

clear_facts:

retract<xoositiveC_>>,fail. 

clear_facts:

retractCxnegativeC~>>,fail. 

clear_ facts. 

I* PART B: KNOWLEDGE-BASE PART *I 

hyoothesisCdivor). 

method Ceitr-.pet·n}, 

sec (c•ne) ; 

meinod(e1tncetnJ. 
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~ec<c.nea): 

method (wi fepetr,), 

sec<two) D 

hypothesi&(Judsep>:

rnethod Cei thpetr,), 

cor.dt r. < d &u;,hor.e > • 

hypothesis<rnutco~e):

sub&ec<one>; 

subs.ec <two). 

su bsec ( or•e > : -

grr.ds (di vpetr•>, 

grr.ds (l i vsep), 

grnds(inclivtogeth>, 

grYtds <rnutd i sso 1 >. 

subsec <twc•> :-

grr,ds ( rnc•t Ytbot h > , 

g l"Y1d S ( Y•C•t W i t h ) , 

grnds<satiscort>. 

condtn(dashone> :-

grr.ds (adultery); 

grr.ds (cruelty>; 

grrtds <desrr•>; 

grnds(incunsMind>; 

grndsCincvirlep>; 

gr·Ytds (vey,rldis). 

COYtdtYt (twO) :-

Ql"Y'tdS ( JRCt't''W i f} ; 

grndsCgiltrapsod>; 

grndsCcohabnores>; 
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!0 

sec< orte > i-

grr.ds ( coywrsn > ; 

grrcds <relgordr>; 

grYtds ( rtohrd 1 i v > J 

condtn<dashoY.e). 

sec (OYtea> t-

grrtds <noresumcohab), 

grYtds <r•c•restconJ >. 

sec <two>:-

rnethod (wi fepety.>, 

COYtdtYt(two). 

method(eithpetn>:-

.positive(»has the petition been moved by either of the sociusesCyln>?n 

, eithpety,}. 

methodCwifepetn>:-

pc•sitive("has the petitioY• been moved by the wife fc•r dissolutic··r· 

of marriageCy/n)?» 

grnds<cruelty>:

grnds<iltretsuff); 

grnds(iltretapp). 

grYtd& Cdesry,) :-

grYtds <rni Ytduryd, 

Q rYtd S (res YtCOS} , 

grYtdS ( COYt&eYtt ) • 

gr·Ytd S (COYtVrSYt) ; -

grYtds (abdrel g >, 

grnels Cadoprel g>. 

grndsCincvirlep>:

grr.ds Cvirul >, 

grY1dS ( i Y'ICUY·}. 

grnos<lncunsrnind) ·-

, w i f e pet y,) • 
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=·~ .. ~.~- .. -.··-- ..... -· ... ····'f·· 

QY'Y1dS ( i 'I"ICOfndev) l 

grYrds (psycho>. 

grndsCv&nrldis>:

grnds(venrl>, 

grYtd& (cornrnurd • 

grY•ds <rel gordY"} '

gry,ds < rer.wY"l d > , 

g.,....y,ds (perfY"i te>. 

I* PART C: USER-INTERFACE PART *I 

QY"nds<nohrdliv>:-

positiveC"has the other soouse not been heard of being alive 

for 7 yearsCy/n)?" 

, Y•Ohrd 1 i V} • 

grnds(adulteY"yJ:-

posi t i ve ( "has the c•ther spcc\.I!Se cornroi t ted adu 1 tery < y /y,}? ", adu 1 t ery). 

QY"Y1dS ( l'I"ICUYIS):-

positive("is the other spouse incurably of unsound rnindCy/n)?", incunt 

QY"Y1ds <rneY•t i 1 >:-

positive("is the other spouse cor.tinuously afflicted with 

mental illness(y/n}",rnentil>. 

grnds<incomdev}:-

pc•sitive("does the c•ther soc•use have ay, incomplete 

development of mindCy/n)?" 

, i 'I"ICC•Jildev) • 

QY·Y•dS < psyche•> :-

pos1tive("is tra? other socn.H:H? afflicted with a psycr.cdcogical 

disorder of continuous natureCy/n)?" 
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' , ... "'QrYtd-s Ci 1·tretsuf f+·t, .... 

positive("has there beer. ill-treatrner.t by c•ther $PC•use c.:n.1sir-•g 

sufferiY•~ in body or rniY•d Cy/y,)" 

, i ltretsuff>. 

grndsCiltretapp}:-

pc•sitiveC"has there beey, ill-treatrne·nt by other soc•l..l&e causing 

apprehem;.ic•n that further cohabitation will be harmful Cy/y,}" 

, i 1 t ret a p p > • 

grY•ds <rnorw if} :-

positive<"does the husbar-,d have rnore thay, or.e wife livir-tg(y/Yt>?" 

, morwi f >. 

grnds(giltrapsod> :-

positiveC"is the husband guilty of rape or sodomyCy/n)?" 

, g i 1 t rapsc•d}. 

grndsCcohabnores}:-

positiveC"has the cohabitation not been resumed for ONE YEAR 

afte-..~ pas·siY•Q decree awardir-•g maiYtteY•ar-.ce tc• wifeCy/y,} ?" 

, cot-e a bYtOres ) • 

Q'r"''l"eds \ befage> :-

positive<"was the girl's marriage solemnised before attaining 

the age of 15 YEARS Cy/n)?" 

,_ befage). 

grY1dS < repud > :-

positiveC"has the girl repudiated the marriage before attainin_ 

the age of 18 YEARSCy/n)?" 

, ·repud >. 

grnds(mindurn}:-

positive("has tne desertion beenfor a continuous period of 

NOT LESS THAN 2 YEARS JUST BEFORE PETITION\y/l"d ':t" 

grnds(resncos>:-



grYtds ( COYt&ent) :-

positive(~'has there beer• desertioY• without coY.sey,t or wish of 

the petitioner(y/n}?" 

, COl"tSel"lt) • 

grnds<abdrelg>~-· 

positiveC"has the respondent abdicated hi~/her religion by a 

clear act or renunciationCy/n)?" 

, abdrelg>. 

grndsCadoprelg>:-

positive("has the respondent adooted tne other religi~n by undergoing 

fc•rm.al COY•Versic•Y• <ylr.> ?" 

, adc•prelg). 

gr·y,ds < ver.r l} :-

pc•sitive("does the respoY"•deY•t have a veneral diseaseCy/n)?" 

, VeYtrl) • 

grr.ds C cornrnt..IY• > : -

positive<" is the disease of cornrnuY,icat i ve forrn Cy /y,) ?" 

, c:·ornrnur. > • 

grY•ds < reY.wr 1 d > :-

positiveC"has the respondent renounced all worldly affairs 

by adopting a reiiQious order(y/n)?" 

, ·re.,-.wr 1 d > • 

grnds<perfrit~>:-

positiveC"has the respondent performed the requisite rites 

of the particular religious orderCy/n}?" 

, perfri te>. 

grnds(divpetn>:-

positiveC"have both spouses JOintly presented a petition 

for divorceCy/n)?» 

, d :i v pet Ys ) • 



, 1 ivs~p). 

grrtd&( incl i vtogeth > :-

positive{"they have Ytot beer. able to 1 ive togethel"'(y/rt> ?" 

·, iYtcl ivtogeth>. 

grrtds (rnutdi ssol):-

positive ("they have rnut uall y agreed for diasol ut iors (y/r•>?" 

, rnutdi ssol}. 

grnds<rnotnboth>:-

positive ("a petit i or• :is made by both parties after a period 

>6 months of date of petion and <1B months of date of petitionCY/n)" 

, mot Ytbot h > • 

' positive("petitioY4 is Ytc•t withdraw.,-, ir.the mei\Yttirne(y/r•>?" 

, YtOt Wit h ~ • 
grnds<satiscort>:-

po~itive("court feels that the averments in the petition are true(y/n' 

, satiscort>. 

grrtds(virul> :-

. positiveC"is the other soouse suffering from virulentCi.e. malignant 

i~ or veYsornc•us} leprosy(y/y,) ?" 

,virul). 

pc•si t ive (" ia it i Y"tcurabl e_'(y/y,) ?" 

, i YtCUr) • 

responseCAnswer>:-

readchar <AYtswer}, 

write(Answer),nl. 

!**************************************************************' 
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